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JOBS AT RISK, HIGHER PRICES = 
YOUR FAMILY WORSE OFF BY A E 
£850 A YEAR IF WE LEAVE EURI T
On 23rd June, you will get to vote in the EU referendun —= 
whether Britain keeps enjoying the benefits of being in # 
to put our economy and security at risk by leaving.

1ST

ecide
or whether

Independent experts are clear that leaving Europe would mean:

(h JOBS AT RISK-over 3 million UK jobs are linked to our trade 
— with Europe, that's one out of every ten jobs in this country 

(Source: HM Treasury). Leaving would put UK jobs at risk.

e PRICES RISING - being in Europe means lower prices in UK
— supermarkets (Source: Centre for Economics and Business Research). 

If we left Europe, your weekly shop could cost more.

G YOUR FAMILY WORSE OFF BY AT LEAST £850 - leaving the EU 
would cost the average UK household at least £850 a year, according 
to research released by the London School of Economics.

A) BUSINESSES HIT -over 200,000 UK businesses trade with EU countries 
(Source: HMRC). Leaving would hit small and large UK businesses.

LESS MONEY TO SPEND ON THE NHS- experts estimate leaving
Europe could cost Britain over £50 billion, meaning less money to 
spend on the NHS (Source: London School of Economics).

Remaining in Europe means more jobs and opportunities, lower prices in 
UK supermarkets, and more financial security for you and your family.

On 23rd June, vote to secure your family's future-vote to Remain in Europe.
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Experts agree that jobs would be lost, prices would rise 
and your family finances would be hit if we left.

FAMILY
FINANCES

“Brexit would be as bad for 
families as the financial crisis, 
London School of Economics
warns. City AM, 18/03/16

exit puts jobs at risk, 
200 business chiefs.”
i, 23/02/16

UK JOBS

LOWER "AA warns of pain at the pump 
with possible 19p rise if Britain

) leaves EU. The Sun, 18/02/16

“Brexit is the ‘biggest 
domestic risk’ to UK 
financial stability says 
Bank of England governor.” 
The Mirror, 08/03/16

UK ECONOMY


